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Government Resource PlanningGovernment Operations

Increasingly, governments are challenged to do more with less; 
improvisation on productivity, managing assets efficiently as 
infrastructure maintenance demand continues to grow; 
managing hybrid workforces of employees; managing large 
volumes of data and multiple systems with less IT staff and 
meeting the demands of an increasing sophisticated and 
involved group of citizens. Providing more services within a 
limited budget is unquestionably a daunting challenge.

In fast growing space in IT, Government need to be more agile 
with openness in internal processes making them SLA oriented . 
Also Government need to analyze massive amount of data both 
structured and unstructured data from social media, sensors, 
historical, digital components (audio, video streams), 
environmental area etc. Government needs an integrated 
platform to deal and effectively utilize this  massive multi source  
(Big) data  to improve their services. 

Most of Government bodies are going for revamping of  the 
existing legacy system with the objective to built  an Integrated 
ERP platform covering all business operations . However, an 
effective solution has requirements which extend well beyond 
automation of core services  like  lowering total cost of 
ownership, provision for future needs, effective decision making 
process, better performance, secure platform etc. Overall there 
is need for a solution which is Robust, Scalable, Customized, 
Timely and Trustworthy.

Rolta’s GRP solution platform provides part of the answer. These 
solutions have proven abilities to enable Governments to 
become leaner and more effective. Rolta’s innovative technology 
is the key to providing capabilities which establish a flexible, 
robust and solid foundation for information exchange, 
interaction, and decision making in the government. By utilizing 
our solutions, the level of service to customers will increase and 
the ability to make timely decisions based on current information 
will be boosted dramatically

Rolta GRP Solutions are based on our experience in working with 
the governments and government agencies. These Solutions are 
built on the expertise gained from these engagements to build 
and improve e-Governance solutions globally. 

Rolta GRP weaves into the solution not just technologies but also 
process and people to ensure successful ERP implementation. 

Rolta GRP Solutions designed exclusively for Governments :
Right mix of  Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS) software  enriched 
with Rolta IP and deep domain expertise to replace legacy 
solutions for Citizen services and Support business  functions.

Our solutions replace multiple silos applications with an 
integrated secured solution with easy accessibility  by every 
stakeholder.

Smarter Government Business Challenges 

• Lack of transparency of services to  
 stakeholders
• Duplication of processes due to silo
 systems
• Exorbitant operational cost
• Missing accountability
• Under utilization of resources
• Lack of system for performance
 measurement of key stakeholders
• Lack of Single version of truth of
 Information

• Integrated processes
• Improved efficiency
• Consolidated Information View
• Better reach to stakeholders,
 citizens
• Better SLA management
• Effective utilization of resources

• Mitigate risks through
 mature processes 
 strong executive
 sponsorship,
 communication and
 involvement of
 stakeholders, and
 good project
 management.
• Domain expertise
 Best Practices



ROLTA GRP Platform Highlights

• Rule based solution scalable to future
 needs
• Focus on building scalable proces
 platform than technology
• Business Solution blueprinting by
 domain experts
• Focus on integrated business process

 than building silo modules

• Integrated ROLTA IP / platform to built
 location intelligence
• Provision to integrate with leading GIS
 platforms
• Location based business operations
 management

• ROLTA IP based built business
 modules
• Preconfigured COTS ERP platform
• Data model based on domain
 expertise

• SOA based modular design
• Integrated EAI platform enabling
 integration with third party systems
• Accelerated data service deployment
• Structure and unstructured data
 integration including data from social media

• Leading COTS to built robust
 backbone of administrative operations
• Rich/proven ROLTA IPs for domain,
 spacial and EAI components
• Compliance to open standards

Process
Centric than
Technology

GeoERP 

Specialized
Solutions

Proven
Technology

Platform

Seamless
Integration

Our Clients Reaping The Bene�ts 

Impacting the role of information in 
governance process by bringing synergies 
of  ICT and governance

Shaping information flows  into intelligence 
eases the decision making process and 
also brings transparency of processes 
within stakeholders

Bringing Synergies of ICT & Governance

Localization features and real time information 
availability for all integrated processes, helps 
in improvising  utilization of resources 
improving performance

Regulatory Compliance

Unique features like location intelligence with 
defined reporting platform, integrated SLA 
monitoring system helps in better performance 
management and improve on decision making

Empowers Employees to perform

Shapes Intelligence out of information

Designed to support maximum delivery 
channels thus increasing solution reach to 
maximum stakeholders

Increased “reach” of Information

With scalable, modular solution blueprint, 
its easy to seamlessly expand the solution 
for additional services and features

Ease of future expansion



environments from Basic to Optimized levels Initiatives.

ROLTA GRP : Solution Founded on Insights

ROLTA GRP : Builds Platform for Better Governance



Fleet Management is a function which allows municipalities 
relying on fleet operations as their services (Garbage collec-
tion, survey and service vans etc)  to minimize the risks 
associated with vehicle investment, leading to improved 
efficiency, productivity and reduced transportation and staff 
costs. 

Rolta's web-based Fleet Management  Solution (FMS) 
provides a robust, independent vehicle  tracking and 
monitoring system which delivers accurate information in 
real time to improve the fleet’s operational performance. It 
includes a range of functions such as Vehicle Tracking & 
Monitoring, Vehicle Diagnostics, Speed Management and 
Safety Management.

Rolta’s Environment Monitoring solutions support a 
distributed audience of program participants and 
stakeholders across diverse geographical locations, and help 
provide a Common Operating Picture to ensure the same 
corporate logic is applied to all assessment and reporting 
activities across functional units. These solutions help clients 
demonstrate transparency and compliance during 
assessment and reporting in accordance with regulatory or 
legislative guidelines.

Land Records Departments often face the daunting tasks of 
updating records, entering and maintaining massive 
amounts of data, as well as validating updated data against 
original records. These processes are slow and error prone, 
with overdue mutation orders and limited accessibility to 
land records in both rural and urban sectors posing as added 
challenges.

Rolta offers a host of solutions to integrate data from 
multiple sources, and enable the exchange of land records 
data in an organized manner for macro level planning.

Town and country planning is one of the most complex and 
multifaceted problem for any authority. It includes various 
departments, policies, paperwork, design patterns, and a 
sequence of approvals that have to be considered before 
licensing a specific project. To perform these functions, it is 
required to appoint personnel from multiple backgrounds 
who can manage and handle the work efficiently. Efficient 
Town and Country Planning combined with the regulation of 
planning policies result in a well-planned and organized 
township

Rolta’s Town and Country Planning System transforms the 
traditional town and country planning process in to a 
centralized system that automates the administration and 
approval process, reduces paperwork and provides 
analytical reports for the revenue receipts and drafts. Rolta’s 
Town and Country Planning System can be used by 
government and local authorities to streamline their planning 
process, which subsequently results in a speedier and 
efficient approval process.

Rolta’s Economic Development solution enables govern-
ment's to visualize demographics, infrastructure and land to 
select the suitable location for a business, as well as 
strategize how to bring new investments into an area

Solid Waste Management

Environment Monitoring

Town and Country Planning

Economic Development

Specialized Solutions

Geo Asset Management, Land Management



Empower Employees to Perform eServices - Accelerates eMaturity

Town and Country Planning; Land Management; Solid Waste 
Management; Revenue Management; Mission mode projects 
Management such as Flood recovery, public welfare projects 
execution and monitoring , public service operations…. The list 
goes on for various business operations Government 
bodies needs to perform.

ROLTA GRP offers a robust / proven IT 
platform for these services. With rich 
experience in most of these operations 
ROLTA has built its IPs for key areas. 
The uniqueness of our IPs is location 
intelligence  / spatial enablement 
which are built results in better 
management of these operations 
and also help in decision making.

ROLTA leverages this Geospatial 
Fusion Framework  integrated with 
business operations and also provision 
integration of spatial attributes with 
master and transaction data of business 
operations. ROTLA Geo ERP build innovative 
solutions which provide insights and deliver business 
impact to our clients.

Key features of ROLTA GRP Business Operation platform are:

• Modular design based on business processes

• Seamless process integration

• Business intelligence built within information

• Location Intelligence

Services to stakeholders (Citizens, Other Government bodies, 
Regulatory offices etc.) are key performance parameters for any 
Government body. Its essential to have round the clock 
availability back by SLA (service Level agreement) monitoring.

ROLTA GRP offers SOA based eService platform built 
separately but still seamlessly integrated with 

backend business and administrative 
operations. This service oriented platform 

caters all information and transactional 
services ; follows standards and 
guidelines defined by Government IT 
departments assurance local 
compliance.

Key features of ROLTA GRP 
eService platform are:

• Multiple Delivery Channel Support 
including mobility

• Integrated SLA Monitoring  

• Location based service enablement

• Location based performance dashboards

Proven IP based
Solutions

Robust Process &
Data Model built by

domain experts

Location Intelligence
Provision (Geo ERP)



Administrative Operations Information Services

Establish Standardization
For any state and local government major administrative 
requirements are in areas such as finance, procurement, 
budgeting, performance budgeting, reporting, payroll and 
human capital management. These form the backbone of 
all strategic and business operations strengthening 
performance of services to stakeholders. While 
taking these integrated process on single 
ERP platform its also very crucial that 
these transactional modules /systems 
are actually turning into information 
platform providing required business 
intelligence for better decision 
making,

The key challenges of revamping 
Administrative operations platform  
mostly related to resistance to 
changes and process adherence; 
technology update is a comparatively 
easy task. ROLTA understand this quite 
well and has built its approach to 
effectively mitigate many related risks.

Winning Approach

Key features of ROLTA GRP Administrative Operations 
platform are:

• Preconfigure base ERP modules for key administrative
 functionalities, which can be further easily customized as per
 customer needs
 • Integrated Process
• Localization Support

Ensures Integrity and Consistency
Any GRP platform is not  comprehensive unless it  suffices the  
information needs of other Government departments for 
various requirements such as  regulatory compliance, has an 

integrated project management etc. ROLTA GRP 
platform  has an information exchange platform, 

where ROLTA iPerspective™ Service builder 
helps in building data services for ROLAT 

GRP  based data; and also helps in 
enabling information/data services 

for legacy applications.

The information can be public / 
private/ highly confidential category 
and its very essential to have a fine 
grained security model controlling 

information access while publishing 
the same across platforms. ROLTA 

iPerspective™ Security Manager builds 
robust security network around 

information as per business needs and build 
auditable information exchange framework

ROLTA information exchange platform is seamlessly 
integrated across all ROLTA IPs which are part of solution and 
also across COTS (Other OEM products) which are included in 
ROLTA GRP ecosystem.

Key features of ROLTA GRP Information Service platform are:

• Ensures integrity and consistency  of Data

• SOA based platform with integrated security

Proven partnership
with OEMs

Adherence to Local
Regulatory
Compliance

Right Mix of COTs,
ROLTA IP and

Bespoke

Validate Business 
Case 

Clearly 
communicate the 

benefits 

Give employees a 
vision to hold on 

to 

Regularly 
communicate to 
reduce resistance 

Manage 
motivation from 

the top down 

Build commitment 
from the bottom 

up 



Customer 
ROLTA customer, a Key IT solution and service agency of 
Government established   for providing and procuring IT 
solutions for multiple eGovernance projects undertaken by  
Governments and Government Organizations  

Business Needs 
To achieve automation of all core functions and to meet the 
future expansion in terms of locations, scale of operations and IT 
products. 
IT enablement of re-engineered processes 
Integrate ERP with all the departments/ functions together and 
provide end-to-end project flow

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Rolta Solution was based on  leading COTS based ERP solution. 
It offered an Integrated (Yet Modular) Solution based upon Open 
Standards. The solution leveraged a common data model that 
ensured  a single source of truth across the enterprise.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• An Integrated Administrative and Strategic Operations
 platform

• Single Source of information across organization

• Standardization

Customer 
Water supply and sanitation department of the state, 
responsible for Planning, designing and implementation of water 
supply and sewerage schemes including facilitation for 
necessary financial provisions

Business Needs 
The legacy accounting system was not conducive to proper 
utilization and management of Budgets and also proved to be a 
hindrance in utilizing revenues generated Furthermore, end 
users were not technologically savvy and training them to use 
and adapt to the new system also posed a significant challenge.

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Bespoke Solution was built  to cater to specific requirements of 
online accounting system under given budgetary constraints. 
The Solution was successfully rollout across 45 divisions of the 
department.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• Improved turn around time for business operations

• Better decision making with single source of information and
 near realtime reporting

Government Service Agency State Government Regulatory Department 



Customer
State government department which undertakes projects to 
improve livelihoods of the rural poor through social and 
economic mobilization and enable them to access credit, assets 
and services .

Business Needs
Department intends to establish Decision support system for 
CBOs, HRD Processes, Financial Transactions, Procurement and 
Project Business Processes, so that Real Time Information is 
generated of Community Institutions

ROLTA GRP Platform
The GRP platform is carefully crafted covering core 
administrative operations on leading COTS ERP platform 
whereas the core business operation which are unique to the 
program are built ground ups. Seamless integration of business 
and admin operations has been performed using information 
integration model.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
• Improved quality of data collection and analysis  providing
 better monitoring and decision making support
• Reach to ground level staff, helping them to focus on core 
 program activities  than focusing on reporting and other
 administrative operations
• Better communication with external stakeholders, improved
 internal communications within the project, fulfilling the
 information requirements to the  Central and state
 Goverment, World Bank and other stakeholders

Customer 
Public works authority, responsible for a significant amount of 
the country's infrastructure—including roads, wastewater 
systems, and public building

Business Needs
The budget application process for major infrastructure projects 
was primarily paper based. This often led to incomplete or lost 
paperwork, resulting in protracted meetings between the 
ministries and the client. It also led to late project submissions, 
frequent submission deadline extensions, a complicated 
tracking method, and limited opportunities to collaborate on 
projects.

ROLTA GRP Platform
The solution facilitated the country's budgetary review and 
approval, with the overarching aim to make sure that all capital 
project funding applications move forward smoothly, with 
greater clarity for the reviewing agencies and individuals. The 
solution has the integration with the GIS system. 

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• Location based intelligence helped in resolution of Budget
 Process Bottlenecks

• Increased efficiency and Collaboration

• Simplified Key Performance Indicators

Capital Project ManagementWelfare Projects



Customer
State Department for Town and Country Planning

Business Needs 
Automation of Town and Country Planning with Robust Land & 
Property Data Management Platformt

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Rolta implemented an enterprise wide GeoERP platform to 
automation all business operations. The land and property data 
was maintained with location based intelligence. Solution was 
built with objective to achieve Improved and timely service 
delivery to citizen through process automation for License -- 
grant, renew and transfer, Change Land Use (CLU), Grant of 
License for Kiln, Grant of NOC and Right to Information Act.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• E�ective tracking process improved revenue / fees collection

• Business process automation and integration results in
 productivity improvement

Customer
Central Government department responsible to promote &
empower the tourism and civil administration of the country 

Business Needs 
Department needs to automate it’s business processes to 
provide World class & state of art Civil and Administration 
services to the country; to achieve it initiatve was taken to build 
a spatial enabled Data Management System to plan, execute 
and manage the Assets.

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Develop a Web based Process Automation Solution including 
work�ows, project management with integration of GIS to 
manage the assets of Irrigation, Storm water network and 
landscape. The solution had features for easy feature / data 
locating and viewing allowing Asset features to be easily 
maintained

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
• Improved ROI
• Reduced Lead to time to launch new civil projects
• End to End Process Automation and Scheduling
• Centralized Asset and Document Management
• Higher Visibility with Consultants and Contractors of ongoing
 works

Facility ManagementTown and Country Planning



Customer
Airport Authority

Business Needs
The objective of the project to enhance the operational Land and 
Asset Management with coverage of area of 104 square 
kilometer of 17 Airports 

ROLTA GRP Platform
Rolta developed Solution allow users to visualize, analyze and 
support decision support system for e�cient management of the 
Airport Infrastructure from available map data in Computer Meta 
Graphic (CGM) format through web interface. Also user will 
perform daily, weekly, monthly and yearly query for routine 
collection of revenue for various operators, equipment installed 
and regular routine schedule maintenance and its subsequent 
maintenance status such as due date for next maintenance. 
Application will also allow user to enter data pertaining to No 
Objection Certi�cate (NOC) received from various agency, 
builders for erecting New Tower and New Building falling within 
speci�ed AGA surface area

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
GLAMS signi�cantly improves the availability and consistency of 
Asset data across the organization, integrate data across various 
disciplines, and facilitate the �ow and exchange of Asset 
Information.
The solution developed by Rolta allowed users to visualize, 
analyze and make use of a decision support system for e�cient 
management of the airport infrastructure.

Customer
Industrial Development board at state level

Business Needs
Automation of day to day operations for supervision of their 
processes like land allotment, acquisition and monitoring status 
of their work movement

ROLTA GRP Platform
Rolta developed a GeoERP platform  with bespoke solution  
components covering operational activities (work�ow based 
solution) for all local bodies of the department. 

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• Business process automation and integration results in
 productivity improvement

Department Operation ManagementAirport Land & Asset Management



Customer 
A federal government Ministry, responsible for public works in 
the Kingdom of Bahrain. Their primary responsibilities include 
roads, drainage, and government buildings.

Business Needs 
To build platform to avoid redundancy while maintaining assets 
in public works department and have synchronized single source 
to monitor critical KPIs.
Managing large numbers of public infrastructure assets, 
Data were stored in disparate systems,
Common view of asset data was the need of the hour.

ROLTA GRP Platform 
ROLTA built Comprehensive GRP 
leveraging ROLTA GeoAssets™ 
including automated Asset 
extraction tool along with BI and 
Workflow. Key features are:
• GeoAssets™ based asset lifecycle
 and workflow management
 solution,

• Centralized view of the asset information collated from various
 systems 

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

Geocentric Asset lifecycle and workflow management portal 
improved service delivery and efficiency:

• Enables proactive CAPEX planning,

•  Maintain & manage asset information for enhanced asset life
 & performance

• Optimized expenditures on infrastructure assets

• Aided in funding forecast for construction & maintenance

• Avoided duplication and redundancy of database.

• Elevated customer service and decision-making with
 expanded access to ERP data from the GIS map

Customer 
Municipal Coporation which serves an area approximately 259 
sq. kms, including the city and its peripheral areas and provides 
a range of civic services to around 10 lac citizens of the city.

Business Needs 
To build  GIS based Asset and Workflow Management System for 
monitoring and managing the Assets along with Town Planning 
Activities. Workflow management includes day to day working of 
all the departments, from estimation/quotation and tendering to 
post tendering activity, including invitation of tender, vendor 
evaluation, bid comparison, contract finalization, agreement 
preparation, work order generation and maintaining running 
account bills. 

ROLTA GRP Platform 
ROLTA built Comprehensive GRP to manage works of all the 
departments of NMC, including the activities related to Town 
Planning department

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
• An Integrated web based system providing locationintelligence
 for better planning and decision making

Municipality Asset ManagementInfrastructure Asset Management

Interactive map Asset Registry Drawings

Work Orders Search Documents



Customer
The premier technical organization managed by central 
government responsible for water management. The 
organization is responsible for control, conservation and 
utilization of water resources throughout the country for the 
purpose of flood control, irrigation, navigation, drinking water 
supply and water power development.

Business Needs
To build a sustainable Water Information system and data online 
system for data storage centers across country.

ROLTA GRP Platform
The data storage platform 
was built for hydrological, 
geo-hydralogical and 
hydro meterological  data 
for water resources 
supported by data 
dissemination system. 

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
• Centralized library for Authenticated hydrological data
• Ensure compatible database configuration and protocols by
 agencies

Customer 
State Water department is responsible for water monitoring 
across all cities and villages. 

Business Needs
To have better methods and tools for analyzing and predicting 
the water resources potential in the state including
• Monitoring ground water assets.
• Need for better tools for analyzing and predicting water
 potential.
• Increase awareness of hydrogeological conditions among
 stakeholders. 
• Improvisation in Asset report creation and statistical analysis
 methods

ROLTA GRP Platform
ROLTA built Comprehensive GRP 
leveraging GeoEnvironment™ with 
hydrological data modeling and 
analysis for effective decision 
support:
• GeoEnvironment™ for unifying
 varied hydrology data & assets.
• Web-based portal to analyze and disseminate information. 
• Intuitive charts, reports and analysis displaying suitability of  
 water.

Complexity of process
• Hydrological unit wise depiction and analysis of aquifer
 systems in 3 Dimension.
• Creation of GIS based database up to the level of village and
 aquifer wise apportion of ground water resources on the
 administrative units up to the level of village. 
• Implementation of Web enabled water resources information
 system for village level ground water resources assessment.

Solution Impact
• Optimized use of water resources, and proper utilization of
 related assets:
• Access to water conditions across hierarchy, improving
 information reach
• Empowers users to effectively manage water assets.
• Enable participation in water conservation, planned utilization
 and realistic assessment.

State Water DepartmentWater Resource Management

 

 



Customer 
Elections department has a significant mandate for the state for 
conducting general and by-elections in accordance with the 
provisions of the Elections Act, and for administering financial 
aspects of elections based on the Elections Finance Act.

Business Needs 
Establish an Election Management System (EMS) create and 
manage an authoritative elector and address database that 
ensures one eligible voter, living at one address, can cast one 
vote, and that vote counts.

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Rolta’s solution consists of 
several sub-systems 
incorporating Rolta IP:
• BackOffice – desktop tools
 to enable data management
 and Quality Control
• Web Services – facilitates
 data loads from partner organizations, and GIS-map based
 interactions with complementing web tools
• Web Tools which can be used by Returning Officers in their
 home office.
• Custom tools – tools specifically created for EO based on their
 business processes.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact

• An integrated geo-database for hosting the Permanent
 Register for Electors of Ontario 
• Ease of back operations

Customer 
The primary transportation agency of the Government is 
responsible for planning and providing the requirements of 
transport, roads & traffic in order to provide an effective & an 
integrated transport system capable of achieving countries 
vision & serving the vital interests of the Government. 
Responsibilities also include – Buses, Taxis, Inter-City Transport, 
Roads Engineering, Registration & Licensing, Marine Transport 
and Commercial Ads on the Right of Way.

Business Needs 
Efficient workflow management to enable NOC approvals from 
multiple agencies
• Move towards a
 paper-less and
 web-based NOC
 application
 and approval process
• Seamless coordination
 between multiple
 agencies who has a stake in the Right of Way (RoW) like
 Telecom operators, Water  and Electricity Authority,
 Municipality and the Roads Authority
•2-Way communication between the applicant and approvers
 with near real-time status

ROLTA GRP Platform 
Rolta developed a web-based Electronic No Objection Certificate 
(ENOC) management solution to facilitate approval of NOC 
applications by various entities that have a stake in the Right Of 
Way (RoW) across country.

Business Process Coverage

Solution Impact
• A modern and improved User Experience for applicants and
processors
Process improvements and optimization that improved 
turn-around times
Spatial context for reliable decisions 
Improved processing time
Higher visibility of consultants and contractors of ongoing works
Spatial awareness of “what-lies-beneath” for informed decision 
making

Election Department Business Process Management



Customer Speaks…

The ease of use, flexibility, and 
advanced technological framework 
of the ROLTA solution will ensure 
that this investment not only 
serves our immediate needs of 
delivering spatial information over 
the Internet but will be developed 
in the future to offer additional 
services to our customers.
- Director of IT, National Land Agency
(African Nation)

We would like to record a word of 
appreciation for the dedicated 
team of Rolta, which has provided 
a rock solid support to the TCP 
Department inspite of the scope 
and workflow having undergone 
several serious changes since the 
inception of the project to its 
roll-out. 
-Town and Country Planning Department (State 
department India)
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Rolta is a leading provider of innovative IT solutions for many vertical segments, including Federal and State Governments, Defense/HLS, 

Utilities, Process, Power, Financial Services, Manufacturing, Retail, and Healthcare.  By uniquely combining its expertise in the IT, 

Engineering and Geospatial domains, Rolta develops exceptional solutions for these segments. The Company leverages its industry-

specific know-how, rich repository of intellectual property that spans photogrammetry, image processing, geospatial applications, 

business intelligence, analytics, field-proven solution frameworks, and deep expertise in cutting-edge technologies like Geo BI, Cloud 

computing, Software Defined Infrastructure and Big Data for providing sophisticated enterprise-level integrated solutions. Rolta is a 

multinational organization headquartered in India. The Company operates from 40 locations worldwide through its subsidiaries, and has 

executed projects in over 45 countries.  The Company benchmarks its quality processes to the world’s best standards, like successful 

assessment for Software Application Development and Maintenance at the highest Level 5 of SEI's CMMI® version 1.3. Rolta is listed on 

the Bombay Stock Exchange & National Stock Exchange, and forms part of various indices on BSE/NSE in India. The Company's GDRs are 

listed on the Main Board of London Stock Exchange. The Company’s ‘Senior Notes’ are listed on Singapore Stock Exchange.
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